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Abstract. We posit that Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is driven by amyloid-� (A�) generated in the amyloid-� protein precursor
(A�PP) independent pathway activated by A�PP-derived A� accumulated intraneuronally in a life-long process. This inter-
pretation constitutes the Amyloid Cascade Hypothesis 2.0 (ACH2.0). It defines a tandem intraneuronal-A� (iA�)-anchored
cascade occurrence: intraneuronally-accumulated, A�PP-derived iA� triggers relatively benign cascade that activates the
A�PP-independent iA�-generating pathway, which, in turn, initiates the second, devastating cascade that includes tau pathol-
ogy and leads to neuronal loss. The entire output of the A�PP-independent iA�-generating pathway is retained intraneuronally
and perpetuates the pathway’s operation. This process constitutes a self-propagating, autonomous engine that drives AD and
ultimately kills its host cells. Once activated, the AD Engine is self-reliant and independent from A� production in the A�PP
proteolytic pathway; operation of the former renders the latter irrelevant to the progression of AD by relegating its iA�
contribution to insignificant, and brands its manipulation for therapeutic purposes, such as BACE (beta-site A�PP-cleaving
enzyme) inhibition, as futile. In the proposed AD paradigm, the only valid direct therapeutic strategy is targeting the engine’s
components, and the most effective feasible approach appears to be the activation of BACE1 and/or of its homolog BACE2,
with the aim of exploiting their A�-cleaving activities. Such treatment would collapse the iA� population and ‘reset’ its
levels below those required for the operation of the AD Engine. Any sufficiently selective iA�-depleting treatment would
be equally effective. Remarkably, this approach opens the possibility of a short-duration, once-in-a-lifetime-only or very
infrequent, preventive or curative therapy for AD; this therapy would be also effective for prevention and treatment of the
‘common’ pervasive aging-associated cognitive decline. The ACH2.0 clarifies all ACH-unresolved inconsistencies, explains
the widespread ‘resilience to AD’ phenomenon, predicts occurrences of a category of AD-afflicted individuals without exces-
sive A� plaque load and of a novel type of familial insusceptibility to AD; it also predicts the lifespan-dependent inevitability
of AD in humans if untreated preventively. The article details strategy and methodology to generate an adequate AD model
and validate the hypothesis; the proposed AD model may also serve as a research and drug development platform.
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INTRODUCTION

Two recently concluded large stage III clinical
trials, one for mild-to-moderate and another for pro-
dromal Alzheimer’s disease (AD), of verubecestat,
a Merck-developed candidate AD drug, were both
terminated prematurely due to the complete lack of
efficacy and the absence of any indication that symp-
tomatic relief, or clinical improvement, or at least
symptomatic arrest or any other benefit to the patients
could be expected if trials were to continue [1, 2].
These major failures came as a surprise.

Several lines of evidence strongly indicate, and
this hypothesis takes it as its only assumption, that
AD is caused by amyloid-� (A�), a peptide encoded
by a segment of the amyloid-� protein precursor
(A�PP) gene embedded within its coding region.
In the A�PP proteolytic pathway, therefore, A� is
produced by two cleavages. First cleavage, by �-
secretase (�-site A�PP cleaving enzyme, BACE)
between residues 671 and 672 (numbering according
to the A�PP770 isoform), generates the C-terminal
fragment of A�PP (C99, reflecting the number of its
amino acid residues) and forms the N-terminus of A�.
Subsequent second cleavage of C99 by �-secretase
(�-site A�PP cleaving enzyme), mostly on the plasma
membrane, forms the C-terminus of A� and com-
pletes its production; simultaneously, the resulting
A� peptide is secreted from the cell. According to
the currently prevailing interpretation of AD, the
Amyloid Cascade Hypothesis (ACH) formulated by
Hardy and Higgins in 1992 [147], A�, produced and
exported in the A�PP proteolytic/secretory pathway,
accumulates in the extracellular space; this triggers a
cascade of molecular and cellular events, which lead
to neurodegeneration that eventually manifests as AD
symptoms. Within the framework of this interpreta-
tion, suppression of �-secretase activity should be
very effective as AD therapy. Inhibition of BACE1 by
different means in animal models overexpressing A�
apparently provided evidence that this indeed could
be the case: BACE inhibition by NB360 facilitated
repair of A� overproduction-caused pathophysiol-
ogy and rescued neuronal hyperactivity, impaired
long-range circuit function, and memory defects [3],
whereas BACE1 deletion in the adult mouse overex-
pressing A� reversed preformed amyloid deposition
and improved cognitive functions [4]. Verubeces-

tat exhibited the same traits and was shown to
be very effective in animal studies and preclin-
ical trials [5]; its success in stage III clinical
trials, therefore, was highly anticipated (for reasons
why it worked so well in mouse AD models but
not at all in human AD patients, see Discussion
section).

The most puzzling aspect of the failures of stage III
clinical trials of verubecestat was that they were not
due to the drug inefficiency in AD patients. To the
contrary, it proved to be very effective within con-
strains of its design and purpose. Verubecestat was
designed to penetrate the brain and then the neurons,
to inhibit the �-site cleavage and thus A� produc-
tion and secretion in the A�PP proteolytic pathway,
and, consequently, to reduce levels of extracellular
A�. And this is precisely what it did, and did very
well, in AD patients [1, 2], yet without any pos-
itive impact whatsoever on the progression of the
disease. Provided that A� is the primary cause of
the disease, a notion that is taken here as an assump-
tion, a ‘given’, and considering all of the above, the
failures of stage III clinical trials of verubecestat sug-
gest, and could be best explained by, the following
conclusions: (a) In AD, A� is produced in the A�PP-
independent pathway; this pathway operates only in
AD-afflicted humans in addition to and in parallel
with the A�PP proteolytic/secretory process of A�
generation. (b) The entire output or at least the bulk
of Aβ produced in the AβPP-independent pathway is
retained within affected neurons. (c) It is this pool of
intraneuronal Aβ that drives and sustains AD. It also
anchors a cascade that includes tau pathology and
ultimately leads to the neuronal loss, hence ‘Amy-
loid Cascade Hypothesis 2.0’ (ACH2.0). In this AD
paradigm, the operation of the A�PP-independent
A� generation pathway is compulsory for the elic-
itation of AD; without it, the disease-triggering
levels of intraneuronal A� cannot be reached and
maintained.

How the A�PP-independent pathway of gener-
ation of intraneuronally retained A� is regulated,
what activates it, and in what manner it is sustained
are, in this context, the ultimate questions in the
quest for understanding and controlling AD. The
present study proposes that the activation of this path-
way is mediated by A�PP-derived A� accumulated,
in a life-long process, intracellularly to the criti-
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cal above-the-threshold levels. A� produced in the
A�PP-independent pathway is retained within the
cell and its levels drastically increase. This sustains
and promotes further operation of the pathway; in
this context, the contribution of the A�PP proteolytic
pathway to the intraneuronal A� pool is rendered
insignificant. Such intraneuronal A�-driven A�PP-
independent generation of intraneuronally retained
A� constitutes the autonomous AD Engine that ini-
tiates and powers a cascade, which includes tau
pathology and ultimately kills its host cells. In this
AD paradigm, the only direct and effective AD ther-
apy is to interfere with its cause, i.e., the components
of the AD Engine, with the goal of ceasing its oper-
ation. Likewise, precluding the activation of the AD
Engine would prevent the disease. Remarkably, both
aims, the therapy at the symptomatic stages of AD
and its prevention prior to the manifestation of AD
symptoms, appear to be achievable by a treatment
of a limited duration administered only once-in-a-
lifetime or very infrequently. Moreover, it is possible
that at least some of the ubiquitous milder instances
of ‘common’ aging-related cognitive deterioration
are, in fact, a low-grade AD, i.e., neurons are dying
via operation of the AD Engine, but in much lower
numbers or, possibly, only at particular locations
associated with the retention of cognitive function-
ality in aging. If this were the case, a one-time-only
preventive AD treatment would also protect from
the pervasive aging-associated cognitive decline, a
notion supported by the existing data. The ACH2.0
clarifies all principal inconsistencies unresolved by
the ACH, such as why ACH-based candidate AD
drugs worked so well in mouse AD models and
not at all in human AD patients and why current
mouse AD models cannot display the full spec-
trum of AD pathology. It explains the widespread
‘resilience to AD’ phenomenon, i.e., amyloid-PET
brain-positive individuals not exhibiting any cog-
nitive dysfunction, and predicts occurrences of a
category of AD-afflicted individuals with normal,
non-excessive amyloid plaque load and of a novel
type of familial insusceptibility to AD; it also pre-
dicts the lifespan-dependent inevitability of AD if
not treated preventively (on the exclusivity of AD
to humans, see [6]). Most importantly, it predicts that
any intraneuronal A�-depleting activity would con-
stitute an effective curative and preventive AD drug,
and names two plausible agents: BACE1 and BACE2
activators. The strategy and methodology to generate
an adequate AD model and validate the hypothesis
are detailed below.

THE ENGINE THAT DRIVES AD

Previously, we proposed a succession of molecular
events that leads to neurodegeneration and even-
tually results in neuronal death, and thus fosters
and advances AD [6]. Akin to an automobile’s
propulsion system, it comprises two components: a
‘starter motor’, which ignites an autonomous self-
perpetuating ‘engine’ that sustains the disease. The
AD Starter Motor entails intraneuronal accumulation
of A�PP-derived A� to critical threshold levels suf-
ficient to activate the A�PP-independent AD Engine
that generates intraneuronally retained A�, which, in
turn, promotes further operation of the engine. The
activation of this self-sustaining engine, described in
more detail below, leads to increased neurotoxicity,
hyperphosphorylation and aggregation of tau protein,
and ultimately results in neuronal loss; the disease
commences and its symptoms manifest only subse-
quently to the activation of the A�PP-independent
A� generation pathway and, consequently of the AD
Engine. The susceptibility to the disease, its sporadic
nature, is defined by intraneuronal A� threshold lev-
els required for the activation of the engine, which
probably vary individually, and by the rates of accu-
mulation of A�PP-derived A� within neuronal cells.

Intraneuronal accumulation of A�PP-derived A�,
whereas apparently occurring at higher rates in the
build-up to the disease, is not specific for AD. It
occurs universally in both healthy and AD-afflicted
individuals. Moreover, in the framework of proposed
interpretation of AD, it is of significance only prior to
the commencement of the disease, which occurs sub-
sequently to the activation of the A�PP-independent
A� generation pathway and, consequently, of the
AD Engine: the AD Engine, when ignited, is self-
sustaining and completely independent from the input
of A�PP-derived A�, i.e., the Starter Motor (which is
not needed after fulfilling its purpose). As discussed
below, the A�PP proteolytic pathway is rendered
irrelevant for the progression of the disease when the
AD Engine is operational; this explains why target-
ing it at this stage would be, and in fact was proven
to be, futile.

Conversion of AβPP-derived extracellular
amyloid-β into iAβ: Cellular uptake of secreted Aβ

Numerous investigations of intraneuronal A�
(iA�) accumulation have shown that it is neuro-
toxic in vivo, correlates with synaptic impairment and
neuronal loss, and constitutes the principal patholog-
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ical trigger in AD [7–18]. Moreover, these studies
suggested that iA� accumulation, rather than extra-
cellular plaque pathology, correlates with neuronal
loss [19]. There are two potential sources of iA� pro-
duced in the A�PP proteolytic pathway. One is the
cellular uptake of secreted extracellular amyloid-�,
effectively converting it into iA�. Data obtained con-
clusively show that soluble extracellular A�42 and
A�40 use endocytosis [20] to enter the cell and that
A�42 is taken up two times more efficiently than
A�40 [21]. The latter feature, combined with the
increased toxicity of A�42, potentially contributes to
the early onset of the disease in familial AD (FAD)
mutants associated with the increased A�42/A�40
ratio [22]. Beta-sheet-rich A�42 aggregates were
observed to enter cells at low nanomolar concentra-
tions [23]. In contrast, monomers were shown to bind
to plasma membrane and to form aggregates there
before cellular uptake and accumulation in endo-
cytic vesicles [24], thus indicating that formation of
A� aggregates may be a prerequisite for its cellu-
lar uptake [23–25]. Moreover, it was suggested that
oligomer-specific A� toxicity in cell models is medi-
ated by its selective uptake [20]. Cellular uptake of
A� was also shown to be APOE isoform-dependent
and mediated by lipoprotein receptor LR11/SorLA
[24]. APOE4, a major genetic risk factor for AD,
was shown to be much more efficient in mediat-
ing A� uptake than APOE3 and APOE2 [12, 24].
LRP, another member of the lipoprotein receptor fam-
ily, binds to A� directly or through ligands, such as
APOE, and undergoes endocytosis, thus facilitating
cellular uptake of A� [26]. The internalization of
extracellular A� can also be mediated by �7 nico-
tinic acetylcholine receptor [27–29], the scavenger
receptor for advanced glycation, RAGE [30–32],
the formyl peptide receptor-like1, FPRL1 [33], and
N-methyl-d-aspartate, NMDA, receptors [34]. Inter-
nalization of A� was observed in neurons and other
cell types; it occurs in cells of normal subjects as well
as in cells of AD-affected individuals [35].

Generation of iAβ by AβPP proteolysis:
Intraneuronal retention of a fraction of
AβPP-derived Aβ

Another source of A�PP-derived iA� is its reten-
tion within the neuronal cell. Whether A� is retained
intracellularly or is secreted into the extracellular
pool is defined by the location at which the imme-
diate amyloid-� precursor, C99, is cleaved by the

�-secretase complex. The vast majority of A� pro-
duced in the A�PP proteolytic pathway is generated
by cleavage at the plasma membrane and is secreted.
However, �-cleavage can also occur in the endo-
plasmic reticulum (ER) [36], Golgi and trans Golgi
network (TGN) [37], and at endosomal [36], lysoso-
mal [36], and mitochondrial [38] membranes; such
cleavages generate intracellularly retained A�. It has
been shown that different isoforms of intracellu-
lar A� can be generated at different locations. For
example, cleavage within the ER produces predom-
inantly A�42 [39–43] whereas cleavage within the
TGN mostly generates A�40 [44]; interestingly, these
locations of intracellular A� generation are limited
to neurons [39, 40]. It appears that a certain familial
AD-associated A�PP mutation, namely the Swedish
mutation, facilitates the generation of A�PP-derived
iA� by promoting the A�PP �-cleavage on intra-
cellular membranes [45], i.e., Swedish mutants are
characterized by the increased production of A�PP-
derived iA�; this, apparently, contributes to and
possibly underlies the early onset of AD associated
with this mutation. In addition, subcellular localiza-
tion of presenilins (PSENs) is known to direct the
assembly of �-secretase complex to specific cellular
compartments and thus to contribute to the balance
between intracellular accumulation and secretion of
A� [21, 46]; FAD-associated PSENs mutations were
shown to augment the intracellular pool of A� by
determining subcellular localization of �-secretase
[46].

Elicitation of the integrated stress response by
the iAβ-activated PKR kinase

When, as a result of life-long accumulation, A�PP-
derived iA� reaches critical levels, it initiates the
operation of the A�PP-independent pathway of iA�
generation, and thus triggers the activation of the self-
sufficient AD Engine. The first step in this proposed
process is the iA�-mediated elicitation of the inte-
grated stress response (ISR). This can occur in at
least two different ways. One is through the activa-
tion of the PKR kinase. In vitro studies with human
neuroblastoma cell lines as well as with primary neu-
ronal cultures showed that in neuronal cells PKR is
activated by A� peptide toxicity [47]. Studies with
animal AD models have confirmed the outcomes of
the in vitro studies [48, 49]. In AD patients, a link
was established between PKR and the disease by a
demonstration that degenerating neurons in the hip-
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pocampus and the frontal cortex displayed marked
immunohistochemical positivity for phosphorylated
PKR and alpha subunit of eukaryotic translation initi-
ation factor 2 (eIF2�) [50]. It was concluded that the
PKR-eIF2� pro-apoptotic pathway could be involved
in neuronal degeneration [50, 51]. The molecular
mechanism of neuronal A�-mediated PKR activation
in AD is not well understood. One possibility is that
it occurs via TNF�, as was suggested by animal stud-
ies [52]. Another possibility is that the PKR activator
protein PACT is involved in this process. Regarding
the latter, it was shown that PACT and phosphory-
lated PKR are co-localized in degenerating neurons
in human AD brains [53]. Moreover, PACT shRNA
treatment of human neuroblastoma cells decreased
PKR activation produced by the A� exposure [53],
consistent with the notion that the A� exposure could
induce PKR activation via the increase in PACT
levels.

Postulated role of the ISR in the activation of the
AβPP-independent iAβ production pathway

The integrated stress response is a complex sig-
naling pathway operating in eukaryotic cells, which
is activated in response to a wide range of cellular
stresses [54–63]. The “integrating” feature of this
pathway is the convergence of all stimuli that activate
the ISR to the one common event: phosphoryla-
tion of eIF2� at serine 51. In mammalian cells, this
phosphorylation is catalyzed by the family of eIF2�
kinases. This family is comprised of four members:
PKR kinase; PKR-like ER kinase (PERK); general
control none-derepressible-2 kinase (GCN2); and
heme-regulated kinase (HRI). Phosphorylation of
eIF2� at serine 51 elicits the ISR, which manifests as
a severe reduction in global cellular protein synthesis,
primarily through the inhibition of the cap-dependent
initiation of translation, and, simultaneously, the
facilitation of cap-independent translation of selected
mRNAs, including those encoding specific tran-
scription factors. It was proposed previously [6]
that among these transcriptions factors, or among
products of genes activated by them, are crucial
components required for the activation of the A�PP-
independent iA� production pathway in AD. The
ability of iA� to induce neuronal PKR activation
and eIF2� phosphorylation, and to elicit the ISR was
indeed confirmed in human neuroblastoma cells and
in primary neuronal cultures [47].

Elicitation of the ISR via iAβ-mediated
activation of the HRI kinase

Another mode in which A�PP-derived iA� can
trigger the elicitation of the ISR in neuronal cells and
mediate the activation of the A�PP-independent iA�
production pathway in AD is via the OMA1-DELE1-
HRI signaling pathway. AD has been associated with
mitochondrial dysfunction, and the overproduction of
A� was shown to be sufficient to activate mitochon-
drial dysfunction and to elicit cellular stress response
in model systems [64–80] (reviewed in [6]). The
question of how the stress signal is transmitted from
mitochondria to the cytosol was always of significant
interest; it was answered in two recent studies [81,
82]. In these investigations, it was shown that depo-
larization, a change in the electrical charge, which
occurs during mitochondrial dysfunction, activates
the protease OMA1, which is located on the inner
of the two mitochondrial membranes surrounding
the organelle. In turn, the activated OMA1 cleaves
or facilitates the cleavage of another mitochondrial
protein, DELE1, which resides in the space between
the mitochondrial membranes and is associated with
the inner membrane, the locality of OMA1. Follow-
ing the cleavage, a cleaved-off fragment of DELE1
is released to the cytosol where it binds to the HRI
kinase and activates it. Activated HRI phosphorylates
eIF2�; this leads to the integrated stress response.
This pathway was shown to operate in different cell
types including neuronal cells [82].

Cellular mechanisms capable of enabling the
operation of the AβPP-independent iAβ

generation pathway

A�PP-derived iA�-mediated elicitation of the
ISR (or some other A�PP-derived iA�-mediated
event) activates the A�PP-independent iA� gener-
ation pathway, which appears to be exclusive to
humans [6]. The molecular mechanism underlying
this pathway drives and is at the core of AD. Four
distinct mechanisms, each capable of generating A�
independently of A�PP, have been previously pro-
posed [6, 146]. The common principal feature of all
these mechanisms is that translation initiates at the
AUG codon normally encoding Met671 of A�PP and
preceding contiguously the A�-encoding nucleotide
sequence. Accordingly, regardless of a mechanism
employed, the primary translation product would be
C100, i.e., C99 containing the translation-initiating
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N-terminal Met, which is removed post- rather
than co-translationally because it is followed by an
aspartate (Asp1 of A�) (reviewed in [6], also see Dis-
cussion section below). �-secretase cleavage of C99
(or C100) would produce A� (or Met-A� eventu-
ally processed into A�). Unlike A�PP, C100 does not
contain N-terminal signal peptide that would guide if
into a secretory pipeline, and for A� produced from
it to be retained intracellularly, it is sufficient that
�-secretase cleavage would take place on an inter-
nal cellular membrane, a process known to occur in
neuronal cells [39, 40].

In three of the four proposed mechanisms, C100 is
translated from severely 5’-truncated A�PP mRNAs
produced in distinct pathways; in all, the first in-frame
AUG is the one contiguously preceding the A�-
encoding segment. One of those three mechanisms
is RNA-dependent amplification of A�PP mRNA.
The mammalian RNA-dependent mRNA amplifica-
tion pathway has been implicated in physiological
differentiation-specific overproduction of certain
polypeptides in different cell types [83–86]. RNA-
dependent amplification of human A�PP mRNA
was proposed early on [87–89, 90–94, 146] due
to the observed self-priming of human A�PP anti-
sense strand. The activation of this pathway requires
the inducible expression, presumably mediated by
the ISR, of one or more components of the RNA-
dependent RNA polymerase complex [6, 90–94,
146]. Another mechanism utilizing 5’-truncated
A�PP mRNA and capable of A�PP-independent
generation of A� in AD is the internal initiation
of transcription within the coding region of the
A�PP gene and upstream from the AUG normally
encoding Met671 of A�PP (reviewed in [6]). The
activation of the internal initiation of transcription
within the coding region of the A�PP gene would
require induction of a suitable transcription factor
(or a co-factor) presumably under conditions of the
ISR [6]. The third mechanism potentially responsi-
ble for A�PP-independent generation of iA� in AD
is cleavage of the intact A�PP mRNA at a suit-
able position within its coding region (reviewed in
[6]). Its activation would require the ISR-enabled
expression of an appropriate enzyme (or an enzyme’s
component). The mRNA products of these three
mechanisms would be conceptually similar; in each,
the first in-frame AUG would be the one normally
encoding Met671 and each would be convention-
ally translated into the C100 fragment of A�PP. The
fourth potential mechanism of iA� production in the
A�PP-independent manner is the internal initiation

of translation within coding region of intact A�PP
mRNA, at the AUG normally encoding Met671 of
A�PP. This, in fact, was chronologically (1987)
the first suggestion of a possibility of the A�PP-
independent generation of A� in AD [95]. It was
presumably “ruled out”, but not in the AD context
and only in non-neuronal cells [131, 132]; it certainly
was not ruled out in AD-affected human neuronal
cells where it remains a valid possibility (reviewed
in [6, 146]). The basis for this proposal, which was
posited shortly after the elucidation of the nucleotide
sequence of human A�PP gene [96–98], was the
exceptional position of the Met671-encoding AUG:
of twenty methionine-encoding AUGs in human
A�PP mRNA, only this AUG is situated within an
optimal translation initiation context (not even the
AUG encoding the translation-initiating Met of A�PP
is) [95]. The activation of the internal initiation of
translation would require the ISR-induced expression
of a translation factor or of its co-factor [6, 146].

It should be emphasized that the operation of the
A�PP-independent iA� generation pathway in AD,
by whatever mechanism, is mandated by the results
of the clinical trials discussed above. It is highly prob-
able that this pathway is enabled by one of the four
mechanisms described above. It cannot be excluded,
however, that yet another, unforeseen, mechanism
underlies this pathway; regardless, the end result in
every case would be the same: the retained iA� pro-
duced independently of A�PP. Likewise, the role of
iA�-mediated elicitation of the ISR in the activation
and maintenance of A�PP-independent production
of iA� is only a plausible option, it can be any other
suitable process; the only requirement for this step is
that it is initiated by A�PP-derived iA� and sustained
by iA� produced in the A�PP-independent pathway.

The AD Engine: iAβ-driven AβPP-independent
generation of iAβ

To summarize, it has been proposed that the
life-long accumulation of A�PP-derived, i.e., con-
ventionally produced in the A�PP proteolytic
pathway, iA� to levels sufficient to trigger, via PKR
activation and/or OMA1-DELE1-HRI signaling or
through some other, yet undetermined, pathway,
the elicitation of the ISR and, consequently, acti-
vation of the A�PP-independent iA� generation
pathway, plays the role of a starter motor. Once
switched on, the “Starter Motor” ignites the “Engine”
that drives AD. Indeed, over-the-threshold levels of
A�PP-derived iA� lead to the activation of PKR
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and/or HRI, phosphorylation of eIF2�, and elicita-
tion of the ISR. Within the framework of the ISR
(or in a yet undefined context), it also leads to
the activation of the A�PP-independent iA� gen-
eration pathway. The bulk, if not the entire output
of this pathway is retained intraneuronally. Dras-
tically increased levels of iA� promote, in turn,
further activity of eIF2� kinases; eIF2� phosphory-
lation is maintained, and the ISR and, consequently,
the A�PP-independent iA� production pathway are
sustained, thus generating self-perpetuating (intra-
neuronal A�-driven A�PP-independent generation
of intraneuronally retained A�) mutual feedback
cycles, which constitute the autonomous, indepen-
dent from A�PP-derived A�, AD Engine; activation
of the engine precedes and signifies the commence-
ment of the disease. The bottom line is that the
A�PP-independent mode of iA� production requires
certain defined levels of iA� for its operation; this
is the essence of the AD Engine. These relationships
are presented diagrammatically in Fig. 1. It depicts
the mutual feedback cycles as a two-stroke engine,
the engine that drives AD; ultimately, it instigates
neuronal host cells’ death. To develop sporadic AD
(SAD), it takes, apparently, a lifetime of accumu-
lation of A�PP-derived iA� to levels sufficient to
switch on the AD Engine. In FAD, because of abnor-
mal A�PP proteolysis and/or other factors, critical
levels of conventionally produced (A�PP-derived)
iA�40, or of its more toxic isoforms, are reached
sooner and the disease occurs earlier in life. In this
context, the rate of retention of A�PP-derived iA�,
combined with that of its cellular uptake from the
secreted A� pool, appear to play the key role in defin-
ing the susceptibility to AD. The occurrence of the
A�PP-independent iA� generation and the conse-
quent operation of the AD Engine appear to be limited
to humans; this explains why not even long-lived
mammals, e.g., elephants, suffer from AD (reviewed
in [6, 146]). Potentially (but not necessarily) this
process may be feasible in primates, but their abil-
ity to sufficiently accumulate A�PP-derived iA� is,
because of their limited longevity, apparently inade-
quate for this process to occur and for AD to manifest.

DYNAMICS OF A� ACCUMULATION AND OF
THE DISEASE IN AD-AFFLICTED HUMAN
POPULATION: TWO PARADIGMS

In both the currently prevailing interpretation of
AD and the one presented above, the disease is caused

by A�, and in both paradigms the rate of its accumu-
lation defines the susceptibility to the disorder. The
two interpretations, however, are drastically differ-
ent: In one the disease is caused by A�PP-derived
secreted A� accumulating extracellularly, whereas
in another the culprit is intraneuronally accumulated
amyloid-� (iA�). Moreover, dynamics of A� accu-
mulation and, correspondingly, of the disease are also
distinctly diverse in two paradigms. These dynam-
ics are illustrated in Fig. 2, where every continuous
line represents an affected individual in a population
of AD patients. Figure 2A and 2B (SAD and FAD
respectively) depict the prevailing interpretation of
the disease. The dynamics of extracellular A� accu-
mulation (blue lines) and that of neurodegeneration
and the disease (red lines) are single-phased. The lat-
ter can be divided into two stages: asymptomatic (red
lines) and symptomatic (red blocks); the symptomatic
stage commences after extracellular A� levels and
corresponding cell damage cross the threshold T. A�,
it is assumed, is overproduced (and secreted) solely
in the A�PP proteolytic/secretory pathway. As its
extracellular levels increase, it triggers neurodegen-
eration (red lines) starting early in life; its severity
corresponds to A� levels. Damages accumulate and
manifest symptomatically (red blocks) late in life in
sporadic cases (Fig. 2A). In familial AD cases, where
mutations in the A�PP gene or in presenilins increase
production of either common A� isoform or of its
more toxic isoforms, neurodegeneration reaches crit-
ical threshold sooner and AD symptoms occur earlier
in life, mostly in the late forties and fifties (Fig. 2B).
In this paradigm, the disease is considered untreatable
in the symptomatic phase and there are currently no
preventive AD therapies, but if they were available,
according to this viewpoint, it would be largely futile
to intervene late in life in sporadic AD cases or at mid-
age in cases of FAD because, although AD symptoms
have not yet manifested, the irreversible damage has
already occurred; to be effective, any preventive ther-
apy should commence years, if not decades, prior to
the symptomatic stage and continue for life.

Dynamics of the disease in the proposed paradigm,
illustrated in Fig. 2C (SAD) and Fig. 2D (FAD),
are radically different. This dynamic is biphasic. In
the first phase, only the A�PP proteolytic pathway
of A� production is in operation. This phase is a
slow, life-long process of the A�PP-derived iA�
accumulation (blue lines). It occurs via the cellular
uptake of secreted A� and the intracellular retention
of a fraction of A�PP-derived A�. These processes
are common to Homo sapiens, including healthy
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Fig. 1. Amyloid Cascade Hypothesis 2.0: The engine that drives AD; Etiology and primum mobile of the disease in the proposed AD
paradigm. ACH2.0 defines a tandem, A�-anchored cascade occurrence: intraneuronally-accumulated, A�PP-derived A� triggers relatively
benign cascade (left to middle boxes) that activates the A�PP-independent pathway generating intraneuronally-retained A�, which, in turn,
initiates the second, devastating cascade that is driven by the AD Engine, includes tau pathology, and ultimately leads to the neuronal loss. Left
Box (highlighted in grey): The “Starter Motor” – life-long accumulation of A�PP-derived iA�, through the cellular uptake of secreted peptide
and intracellular retention of a fraction of A�PP-derived A�, to levels sufficient to ignite the AD Engine (rest of the figure). Middle Box:
Several pathways, both actual (top two) and hypothetical (each line represents a pathway), of the A�-mediated elicitation of the integrated
stress response or of yet unknown process capable of activating the A�PP-independent iA� production pathway. Top Box (highlighted
in blue): A�PP-independent generation of iA� via one of the following mechanisms—RNA-dependent A�PP mRNA amplification; the
internal initiation of transcription within the A�PP gene; cleavage within A�PP mRNA; the internal initiation of translation within intact
A�PP mRNA. It cannot be excluded that yet another, unforeseen, mechanism underlies the A�PP-independent iA� generation pathway.
Regardless of the mechanism employed, translation initiates at the AUG normally encoding Met671 of A�PP (which contiguously precedes
Asp1 of C99 and of A�) and results in C100 (N-terminal Met-containing C99, converted post-translationally into C99), which is processed
by �-secretase cleavage into A� (or Met-A� eventually converted to A�) that is retained intraneuronally. Right Box: The entire output, or
at least the bulk of A� generated in the A�PP-independent pathway is retained within the cell, and the iA� levels rapidly increase. This
sustains the operation of one or more of the iA�-mediated pathways shown in the Middle Box, which, in turn, support the A�PP-independent
generation of iA�. Blue and red arched arrows: Mutually perpetuating feedback cycles. They constitute an autonomous, self-sustained,
two-stroke engine, the engine that drives AD. The disease commences and manifests symptomatically only following the activation of the
AD Engine.

humans, and to non-human mammals, and result nei-
ther in noticeable damage (black indicator lines), nor
in any manifestation of the disease; there is, in fact,
no disease in this phase. The second phase occurs
exclusively in AD-affected human patients [6] and

commences when levels of A�PP-derived iA� cross
the T1 threshold. This leads to the activation of PKR
and/or HRI kinases, phosphorylation of eIF2� and
elicitation of the ISR, which, in turn, mediates the
activation of the A�PP-independent pathway of iA�
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Fig. 2. Dynamics of A� accumulation and the disease in AD-affected patients: Two paradigms. Images on the left: Dynamics of A�
accumulation (extracellular in A and B, intraneuronal in C-E); Images on the right: Dynamics of neurodegeneration. Blue lines: Levels
of A�; Red lines: Extent of neurodegeneration; Black lines: Indicator lines, no noticeable neurodegeneration; Red blocks: Symptomatic
manifestation of AD. T: Threshold of extracellular A� levels and the corresponding extent of cell damage triggering AD symptoms; T1:
Threshold of A�PP-derived iA� levels required for the activation of the A�PP-independent iA� production pathway (genetic aspects and
epigenetic factors influence the timing of the T and T1 crossings, hence the fanning lines); T2: Threshold of iA� levels and the corresponding
extent of neuronal damage triggering AD symptoms (T, T1, and T2 are patient-specific). A (SAD), B (FAD): Dynamics of AD in the old
paradigm. Levels of extracellular A� increase and so does the extent of neurodegeneration; when the T is reached, AD symptoms manifest.
C (SAD), D (FAD): Dynamics of AD in the new paradigm. As A�PP-derived iA� cross the T1, A�PP-independent production of iA� is
activated and its levels rapidly increase. After a lag period during which iA� further accumulates, neurodegeneration commences; when the
T2 is reached, AD symptoms manifest. Red and blue lines over the T1 threshold are shown arbitrarily as parallel (i.e., identical rates of the
accumulation of iA� produced independently of A�PP and of the corresponding extent of cellular damage) and as of uniform heights over
the T2 threshold (i.e., equal extents of damage); in reality, both the rates and the extents and, accordingly, lines’ angles and their heights over
the T2 are likely different and define the duration of the disease in individual AD patients. E: Presumed dynamics of iA� accumulation in
subjects with an inoperative AD Engine. A�PP-derived iA� levels cross the T1 threshold but the A�PP-independent iA� production pathway
is not activated. Neither neurodegeneration-triggering iA� levels nor the T2 threshold are reached; there is no noticeable neurodegeneration,
no AD symptoms manifest, no disease occurs.
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generation and, eventually, symptomatic onset of the
disease. In this, second, phase, the rate of production
and the extent of accumulation of iA� (blue lines)
sharply accelerate, causing, after a lag period during
which iA� further accumulates (black indicator
lines), significant neurodegeneration (red lines).
When iA� levels cross the T2 threshold, so does the
corresponding extent of neurodegeneration; neuronal
cells start losing the functionality and committing
apoptosis, and AD symptoms (red blocks) manifest.
In this paradigm, a preventive therapy for AD would
be effective when initiated at any time prior to the
commencement of the second phase, i.e., of the
activation of the A�PP-independent iA� production
pathway and, consequently, of the AD Engine; if this
is prevented, neither neurodegeneration-triggering
iA� levels nor T2 threshold are reached, no AD
symptoms manifest, no disease occurs (Fig. 2E). If
the AD Engine is disabled after being operational,
even after AD symptoms manifest, the disease can
still be potentially cured or contained, as described
in the following sections below.

DYNAMICS OF iA� ACCUMULATION IN
THE AFFECTED NEURONAL POPULATION
OF AND PROGRESSION OF THE DISEASE
IN AN AD PATIENT

The present section attempts to analyze the
dynamics of iA� accumulation in affected neuronal
population and, accordingly, the progression of the
disease in an individual AD patient within the frame-
work of the proposed interpretation of AD. The
understanding of this dynamics is of importance
because it could help to define the types of thera-
peutic options available in the proposed paradigm.
Two possible basic scenarios (variants of both are
discussed in this section below) can be envisioned
in this regard. In one, depicted in Fig. 3A and 3B
and showing levels of intracellular iA� in affected
neurons of an AD patient, after the life-long accu-
mulation of A�PP-derived iA�, neurons reach and
cross the T1 threshold within a wide temporal win-
dow in a stochastic manner characteristic for the
majority of biological processes. In this scenario, the
duration of the disease is defined primarily by the
distribution of neuronal crossings of the T1 thresh-
old as a function of time. Following the T1 crossing,
the AD Engine described above is switched on, and
levels of iA� rapidly increase. Upon crossing the

T2 level, neurons commit to the apoptotic pathway
and eventually die. When enough cells become non-
functional or die, AD symptoms manifest (Fig. 3A,
commencement of symptomatic manifestation of AD
is denoted by vertical arrows). As AD progresses,
more and more affected neurons cross the T1 and,
subsequently, the T2, and the disease reaches its
end-stage (Fig. 3B). This scenario, however, can be
ruled out. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 3A, when suffi-
cient fraction of neurons crosses the T2 threshold and
symptoms manifest, a substantial proportion of neu-
ronal cells do not yet reach the T1 threshold. If, at
this point, the production of A�PP-derived A� were
suppressed by BACE1 inhibition, neuronal crossings
of the T1 threshold should be stopped or delayed
and so would be the progression of the disease. This,
however, was not the case when an effective BACE1
inhibitor was used in mild-to-moderate AD cohort
[1] or even with prodromal AD patients [2]; nei-
ther improvements nor delay in progression were
seen.

The alternative scenario, conforming to experi-
mental data, is depicted in Fig. 3A’ and 3B’. In it,
all affected neurons cross the T1 threshold within a
narrow temporal window. Following the crossing of
the T1, they reach and cross the T2 threshold in a
wide stochastic manner. In this scenario, the duration
of the disease is defined primarily by the temporal
distribution of neuronal crossings of the T2 thresh-
old. By the time a sufficient fraction of affected cells
cross the T2 for AD symptoms to manifest (Fig. 3A’,
commencement of AD symptoms is indicated by ver-
tical arrows), all, or the bulk of affected neurons
have crossed the T1 (activating the AD Engine and
rendering BACE inhibition ineffective). With the pro-
gression of AD, additional neurons cross the T2 until
the disease reaches the end-stage (Fig. 3B’). Thus,
the principal distinguishing feature of this scenario
is that by the time AD symptoms manifest, the T1
threshold has been crossed by and, consequently, the
AD Engine has been switched on in all, or the bulk
of affected neurons. Intermediate variants combining
features of both scenarios (e.g., temporally relatively
wide crossings of T1 followed by stochastically dis-
tributed crossings of the T2) are also possible. In
any such variant, however, the experimentally sup-
ported bottom line is that by the time of symptomatic
manifestation of AD, A�PP-derived iA� levels have
crossed the T1 threshold, and A�PP-independent iA�
production as well as the AD Engine have been acti-
vated in all or the bulk of all affected neurons.
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Fig. 3. Dynamics of iA� accumulation and the disease in the affected neuronal population of an AD patient. iA�: Intraneuronal A� levels; T1:
The level of iA� that triggers elicitation of the integrated stress response, initiation of A�PP-independent generation of iA�, and activation
of the AD Engine; T2: The level of iA� that triggers cell’s commitment to the apoptotic pathway; Red blocks: Fraction of affected neurons
either committed to apoptosis or dead; Vertical arrows: Indicate minimal fraction of neurons over the T2 threshold that causes symptomatic
manifestation of AD. A: The initial symptomatic manifestation of the disease. The affected neurons cross the T1 threshold stochastically in
a wide temporal window; at the time when the initial symptoms manifest, a substantial fraction of affected neurons did not yet cross the T1
threshold. B: The end-stage of the disease. A’: The initial symptomatic manifestation of the disease. The affected neurons reach and cross
the T1 threshold within a narrow temporal window; when the initial symptoms manifest, the T1 threshold has been crossed by and the AD
Engine has been activated in all or the bulk of affected neuronal cells. B’: The end-stage of the disease. Of the two, only the scenario depicted
in A’ and B’ is viable since it conforms (unlike the scenario shown in A and B) to experimental data.

THERAPEUTIC OPTIONS FOR THE
SYMPTOMATIC STAGES OF AD AND FOR
THE PREVENTION OF THE DISEASE IN
THE PROPOSED AD PARADIGM

Why some approaches did not or could not work

The consequences of the viable scenario (or of
its variants), supported by experimental data and

described in the preceding section, are clear: when
symptoms of AD manifest, it is futile to administer
BACE inhibitors or to employ extracellular A�-
targeting antibodies. This is because by this time,
A�PP-derived iA� levels crossed the T1 threshold
and A�PP-independent production of iA�, as well
as the AD Engine, have been activated in all, or at
least the decisive bulk of affected neurons. The AD
Engine is autonomous and completely self-sufficient;
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the operation of the A�PP-independent iA� genera-
tion pathway provides continuous influx of iA� thus
sustaining its own activity. At this stage, the A�PP
proteolytic pathway becomes irrelevant to the pro-
gression of AD because its contribution to the iA�
pool is insignificant in comparison with that of the
A�PP-independent pathway; suppressing its opera-
tion with BACE inhibitors or depleting extracellular
A� with antibodies (thus limiting its cellular uptake)
would be fruitless.

It follows that at symptomatic stages of AD, the
only effective therapeutic targets are the components
of the AD Engine. Suppressing processes lead-
ing to the activation of the A�PP-independent iA�
generation pathway would be challenging, if even
possible. If it occurs within the framework of the inte-
grated stress response, as suggested above, it involves
redundancies, such as PKR and/or HRI-mediated
phosphorylation of eIF2�. Moreover, inhibition of
one or both of these kinases is likely to induce a
compensatory activation of other eIF2� kinases [54].
The interference with eIF2� phosphorylation is also
not an option because of its role in basic physiology.
Moreover, there is no sufficient certainty regarding
the exclusive involvement of the ISR in activation of
the A�PP-independent iA� production pathway, in
the first place, to entertain its manipulation; a redun-
dancy can be involved at this stage too. Moreover,
as reflected in Fig. 1, a pathway that activates the
A�PP-independent iA� production could be distinct
from the ISR.

The next potential therapeutic target is the A�PP-
independent iA� production pathway. Whereas the
results of verubecestat’s clinical trials impart suffi-
cient confidence in the operation of this pathway in
AD, there is no certainty regarding the nature of the
mechanism underlying this process. Moreover, such a
mechanism could play a vital physiological function
and, therefore, be ‘untouchable’. For example, the
principal candidate mechanism for this role, mam-
malian RNA-dependent mRNA amplification, was
shown to be crucial in both erythropoiesis [83–85]
and the deposition of extracellular matrix [86]. It
is probably involved in numerous other processes
of cellular differentiation and, therefore, cannot be
interfered with without potential deleterious con-
sequences, at least not at the current state of its
understanding.

The above considerations leave the only viable
option: depletion of iA�, by any means, to levels
below those required for the operation of the AD
Engine. This could be attempted in several ways,

some potentially more effective than others. For
example, it was proposed previously [6] that since the
final step in iA� generation in the A�PP-independent
pathway is �-cleavage of C99 (or C100) on an intra-
cellular membrane, it could be potentially shifted to
the plasma membrane; this would result in secretion
of A� and prevent its intraneuronal accumulation.
However, even if practically possible, this would be
a partial remedy at best because the existing intracel-
lular pool of iA� would not be depleted and would
continue to be resupplied by the cellular intake of
secreted A�. Another obvious approach is the inhi-
bition of �-secretase; this would affect production of
A� in both A�PP-dependent and -independent path-
ways. This approach was attempted more than once
[99–102], every time with deleterious outcomes, and
was eventually abandoned. �-secretase is a prominent
member of the Notch signaling pathway, with numer-
ous A�PP-unrelated substrates in many cell types;
this is why its suppression has proved to be detrimen-
tal. Modulators of �-secretase, compounds that shift
the spectrum of A� toward shorter, less ‘toxic’ pep-
tides by altering its C-termini, are more promising as
therapeutic agents but their trials were disappointing
[101, 102]. This approach continues being developed,
with some hopeful candidates appearing in recent
studies [103, 104]. However, whereas, potentially,
�-secretase modulators could reduce the detrimen-
tal effect of iA�, it would not eliminate it. This is
because it would not reduce total levels of iA� and
its more harmful isoforms would still remain in the
iA� population, albeit in a decreased proportion.

An approach that potentially could work:
Activation of α-secretase

Another approach to reduce iA� levels is to acti-
vate �-secretase, a protease that cleaves at Lys16
of A� segment of both A�PP and C99 [105–107].
This would eliminate intracellular A� produced not
only by A�PP proteolysis but also, importantly,
in the A�PP-independent pathway. Regulation of
�-secretase and its activation were subjects of numer-
ous studies [108–110], and its therapeutic potential
is well documented in model systems [110–113].
On the other hand, �-secretase is a member of
the ADAM family of metalloproteases. It has over
thirty known A�PP-unrelated substrates, and it was
shown in genetic studies that overproduction of �-
secretase affects the expression of over 300 genes
[114]; importantly, it was also shown to control some
Notch-dependent pathways [115]. With the reminder
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of �-secretase inhibitors trials fiasco, there is a cer-
tain caution in the field regarding the development of
�-secretase activators as possible AD drugs. If, how-
ever, the potential detrimental effects of �-secretase
activators could be reduced to acceptable levels, for
example by minimizing the duration of treatment,
as discussed in the following sections, they could
be effective in AD therapy provided the subcellu-
lar distribution of their target enzyme is sufficiently
broad.

An approach that should work: Activation (yes,
activation) of BACE1 and/or BACE2

The depletion of iA� appears to be the ideal ther-
apeutic strategy for AD. �-secretase activators may
or may not provide such option. There is, however,
an alternative to �-secretase that also cleaves A�
amyloidolytically but does not carry the accompa-
nying ‘baggage’. This alternative is a familiar one:
�-secretase. Of the three secretases that cleave either
at the termini or within A�, �-secretase appears to be
the most amenable to manipulations, as evidenced by
the extensive and prolonged use of BACE1 inhibitor
in human clinical trials with no significant deleterious
effects [1, 2]. �-secretase is instrumental in producing
A�PP-derived A�, and thus is a major contributor to
the processes leading to AD. The same �-secretase,
on the other hand, appears to also hold a key to the
treatment, cure, and prevention of the disease. Indeed,
consider the following [116–119].

1) BACE1 was shown to cleave not only (albeit
predominantly) at the �-site, prior to residue 1 of A�
(between residues 671 and 672 of A�PP) but also
at the �’-site between residues 10 and 11 of A�.
Whereas cleavage at the �-site generates C99 and,
after �-secretase cleavage, A�1-XX (XX stands for
any number between 37 and 43), cleavage at the �’-
site generates C89 and, after �-secretase cleavage,
A�11-XX. 2) BACE1 cleaves with equal efficiency
at the �’-site of A�PP, C99, and A�. 3) Overpro-
duction of human BACE1 in mice increases both
the rate of cleavage at the �’-site and the ratio of
A�11-XX/A�1-XX. 4) Overproduction of human
BACE1 strongly decreases deposition of extracel-
lular A� in mouse brain 5) Protective effect of
the Icelandic A�PP mutation A673T is associated
with and appears to be due to the increased rate of
BACE1-mediated cleavage at the �’-site [133]. Since
C100 (eventually converted to C99) generated in the
A�PP-independent iA� production pathway and the
retained iA� (or Met-A� eventually converted to

A�), produced from it, are, along with A�PP-derived
iA�, all valid substrates for BACE1 cleavage at the
�’-site, increasing the activity of BACE1 appears to
be an effective therapeutic strategy in the proposed
AD paradigm.

Moreover, numerous studies showed that BACE1
is also capable of cleavage between residues 34
and 35 of human A� (yet unnamed BACE1 cleav-
age site) [120–123]. This BACE1 cleavage occurs
within fully formed A� following �-secretase cleav-
age of C99 [120, 121]. The rate of this cleavage
correlates with the main activity of BACE1 and sub-
stantially increases when BACE1 is overexpressed;
this cleavage generates an intermediate (A�34) in
A� degradation/clearing process [120–123]. Taken
together, the above observations strongly suggest that
a sufficient increase in the activity of BACE1 in AD,
possibly accompanied by its differential shift toward
cleavages at the �’ and/or 34/35 sites of A�, could
initiate amyloidolytic processing of C100/C99 and
A�/Met-A�, and thus deplete the affected neurons
of iA�.

Furthermore, as if the above is insufficient, the
activation of �-secretase holds even more therapeutic
potential for AD. BACE2, a homolog of BACE1, was
shown to cleave A�PP at the �-site, but its predom-
inant activity is the internal amyloidolytic cleavage
of A� at the Phe19 and Phe20 residues; these cleav-
ages can occur within the fully formed A� [124].
Physiologically, BACE2 appears to reduce the pro-
duction of A�; when its activity is suppressed in cell
models, more A� is generated [125]. The protective
potential of the A�-cleaving activity of BACE2 is
indicated by a naturally occurring mutant. Indeed, it
appears that the Flemish FAD mutation at the residue
21 of A� interferes with the A�-cleaving activity of
BACE2 and thus increases not only the production
of A� but also the iA� content in affected individ-
uals, consequently causing the early onset of AD
[124]. Sufficient activation of BACE2 would deplete
iA� and have therapeutic effect in its own right; the
depletion would be most effective, however, in com-
bination with BACE1 activation. The former would
not only supplement the latter by targeting additional
iA� cleavage sites, but also complement it because
of their distinctly different subcellular localization
[126]. It should be emphasized that this therapeutic
option can be pursued, either at symptomatic stages
or preventively (as described below), independently
from and in parallel with the investigation of the
mechanism underlying the A�PP-independent iA�
production pathway. Whereas this mechanism is of
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substantial interest and remains to be elucidated, the
understanding of its nature is not requisite for the pre-
vention of its activation or for its suppression by the
depletion of iA� levels below those required for its
operation.

It should be commented that the activation of
BACE1 (but not of BACE2, where cleavages at
the 19/20 and 20/21 sites of A� dominate that at
the �-site of A�PP) appears capable of increasing
A� production in the A�PP proteolytic pathway.
However, the expected increase in the cleavage
at the A�PP �-site would be balanced (possibly
outbalanced) by the increased cleavage within A�
and may not result to the elevated production of
A�PP-derived A�; even if it does, in the framework
of the proposed paradigm this might not be detrimen-
tal because this A�PP-derived A� would be secreted.
Moreover, as described in the following sections,
remarkably, this type of therapeutic intervention
could be administered, both at the symptomatic
stage and preventively, for a limited duration only,
thus minimizing possible deleterious effects, and
at infrequent intervals of years or decades, and,
possibly, even as once-in-a-lifetime treatment.

TREATMENT OF AD: EFFECT OF iA�
DEPLETION AT THE SYMPTOMATIC
STAGES OF THE DISEASE

Within the framework of the proposed interpreta-
tion of AD, the goal of the treatment at symptomatic
stages of the disease is to reduce levels of iA� below
those required for the activation and operation of the
AD Engine. Considering that a mechanism, presum-
ably the ISR but potentially any other iA�-dependent
process, responsible for the initiation and functioning
of the A�PP-independent iA� generation pathway
depends on sufficient levels of iA�, the reduction of
the latter would terminate the mechanism’s opera-
tion. This would deprive the A�PP-independent iA�
production pathway of its crucial component(s) pro-
duced in the framework of the ISR, and it would cease
to operate. Consequently, the continuous influx of
iA� will end, and the AD Engine would be interrupted
and will come to a stop; this would allow the viable
affected neurons to recover and reconnect. The effi-
ciency of the treatment would depend on the extent
of the depletion of iA� and on the viability of the
affected neurons. Provided that the treatment is of
limited duration, its frequency would be defined by
how soon the depleted iA� levels could be restored,

presumably by the accumulation of A�PP-derived
iA�, to those (T1) required for the activation and
operation of the A�PP-independent iA� production
pathway and of the AD Engine.

In Fig. 4, which depicts effects of the iA� deple-
tion treatment at different symptomatic stages of
AD, it is assumed that the activation of BACE1
and/or BACE2 (or the utilization of any suitable iA�-
depleting agent) is sufficient to completely, or nearly
completely, deplete intracellular iA�, and that the rate
of accumulation of A�PP-derived iA� to the T1 level
remains constant and linear pre- and post-treatment
(both assumptions are further discussed below). It is
also assumed that a drug was administered for a lim-
ited, potentially short, duration and then withdrawn.
In every case illustrated in Fig. 4, the effect of the
treatment would be a ‘RESET’ of intracellular iA�
levels in surviving neurons. Figure 4A shows the
effect of iA� depletion treatment at the very early
symptomatic stage (timing of the administration of
the treatment is denoted by vertical arrows). At this
time, a fraction of neurons have already crossed the
T2 threshold and committed to the apoptotic path-
way; they are either lost or irredeemable. On the other
hand, the reset of iA� levels in the remaining, viable,
neurons, which at this stage of AD comprise the bulk
of neuronal cells, would switch off the AD Engine and
enable cells to recover and reconnect. At this point,
the de novo accumulation of A�PP-derived iA� to
the T1 threshold and the consequent activation of the
A�PP-independent iA� production pathway and of
the AD Engine would require a substantial time, pos-
sibly decades, prior to the recurrence of the disease.
As shown in the Fig. 4, this may not happen in the
remaining lifespan of an individual, at least in cases
of sporadic AD.

As the disease progresses, more and more neurons
reach the T2 threshold and commit to the apoptotic
pathway. Accordingly, this leaves less and less viable,
still redeemable, neurons. This process is illustrated
in Fig. 4B through 4D. Administration of the treat-
ment (indicated by vertical arrows) and the resulting
depletion and reset of iA� levels would enable at
least some neurons (probably depending on the extent
of iA�-inflicted cell damage at the time of treat-
ment’s administration) to recuperate and reconnect.
At the advanced symptomatic stages, however, while
the progression of the disease would, probably, be
stopped, the lost brain functionality is unlikely to be
fully restored. If the ‘reset’ is complete and if the
post-treatment rate of accumulation of A�PP-derived
iA� to the T1 level remains constant and is compa-
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Fig. 4. Effect of iA� depletion treatment administered for limited duration at different symptomatic stages of AD. iA�: Intraneuronal
A� levels; T1: iA� level that triggers elicitation of the integrated stress response, initiation of A�PP-independent generation of iA�, and
activation of the AD Engine; T2: iA� level that triggers cell’s commitment to the apoptotic pathway; Red blocks: Fraction of affected neurons
committed to apoptosis or dead; Vertical arrows: Timing of the administration of a treatment; the drug is withdrawn after the complete or
nearly complete depletion of iA� is achieved. A: The drug is administered at the early symptomatic stage of the disease. Levels of iA� in
surviving cells have been ‘reset’ and the AD Engine switched off. The bulk of affected neurons, which did not yet reach the T2 threshold,
recover and reconnect. At this point A� is produced only in the A�PP proteolytic pathway. The de novo accumulation of A�PP-derived iA�
resumes via cellular uptake of secreted peptide and intracellular retention of a fraction of its output in the A�PP proteolytic pathway. If the
rate of accumulation remains constant and linear pre- and post-treatment (other options are considered below), the levels of A�PP-derived
iA� are unlikely to reach the T1 threshold and the disease to recur within the remaining lifespan of an individual (at least in SAD cases).
B-D: The drug is administered at increasingly advanced stages of the disease. Outcomes are similar to that shown in A, except, as the disease
progresses, there are less and less viable affected neurons that can be “reset” and thus redeemed.

rable to that operating linearly prior to symptomatic
stages, the progression of the disease is not expected
to resume within the remaining lifespan of an indi-
vidual.

PREVENTION OF AD: EFFECT OF iA�
DEPLETION PRIOR TO SYMPTOMATIC
MANIFESTATION OF THE DISEASE

The projected outcomes of the treatment of AD at
its symptomatic stages by iA� depletion via activa-
tion of BACE1 and/or BACE2 (or by other suitable
iA�-depleting agent), described above, contain some

uncertainties regarding the ability of neurons that
crossed the T1, but have not yet reach the T2 thresh-
old, to recover and reconnect following the disabling
of the AD Engine; such ability, probably, would be
inversely proportional to levels of iA� and the accom-
panying cellular damage at the time of the treatment’s
administration. There are no such uncertainties when
this treatment is employed for the prevention of the
disease. In this approach, the treatment is adminis-
tered prior to the manifestation of AD symptoms,
i.e., before iA� levels have reached the T1 threshold
and the AD Engine has been activated in any neu-
rons. With the complete “reset” of the iA� levels and
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with the rate of intracellular accumulation of A�PP-
derived iA� to the T1 level remaining constant and
linear both pre- and post-treatment (see further dis-
cussion below), one such treatment in a lifetime could
be, if properly timed, i.e., close to but below the statis-
tical age of the onset of symptomatic AD, sufficient
to prevent the occurrence of the disease within the
remaining lifespan of an individual. This scenario is
depicted in Fig. 5.

For prevention of sporadic AD, the treatment is
shown in Fig. 5A to be administered at early sixties.
At this age, in none of the neurons has A�PP-
derived iA� yet reached the level sufficient for the
activation of the A�PP-independent iA� production
pathway and, consequently, of the AD Engine. What-
ever level A�PP-derived iA� has attained is reset
by the iA� depletion treatment, and the duration of
its restoration, more precisely of its build-up to the
T1 threshold, could exceed the remaining lifespan
of an individual. For prevention of familial AD, the
treatment is shown in Fig. 5B to be administered in
early forties. At this stage, in none of the neurons
have the A�PP-independent pathway of iA� gener-
ation and the AD Engine been activated. The level
of A�PP-derived iA� accumulated within neurons
is reset by the treatment, and its build-up to the T1

threshold could potentially take decades. Since in
prospective FAD cases this build-up may plausibly
occur within the remaining lifespan of an individ-
ual, the iA� depletion treatment could have to be
administered more than once.

DISCUSSION

AβPP-derived iAβ defines susceptibility to AD
and triggers the disease

The notion of the causative role of A� in AD
has strong experimental support and serves as a sin-
gle assumption in the proposed interpretation of the
disease. Taking this notion as a given, the results
of multiple stage III clinical trials of verubecestat
[1, 2], a potent BACE1 inhibitor, combined with
those of its preclinical studies [5], mandate the occur-
rence of intraneuronally retained A� produced in the
A�PP-independent pathway in AD, and assign to this
intraneuronal pool of amyloid-� the causal function
in the disease. In the herein proposed interpretation
of AD, the activation of the A�PP-independent iA�
production pathway in the disease is preceded and
mediated by a life-long accumulation of convention-
ally generated, A�PP-derived, iA� to the critical

Fig. 5. Effect of iA� depletion by a treatment of limited duration prior to symptomatic manifestation of AD. iA�: Intraneuronal A� levels;
T1: iA� level that triggers elicitation of the integrated stress response, initiation of A�PP-independent generation of iA�, and activation of
the AD Engine; T2: iA� level that triggers cell’s commitment to the apoptotic pathway; Vertical arrows: timing of the administration of a
treatment; the drug is withdrawn after the complete or nearly complete depletion of iA� is achieved. A: Prevention of SAD. The drug is
administered in the early sixties; statistically prior to the late onset of the disease and before levels of intracellular A�PP-derived iA� reach
the T1 threshold in any neuronal cells. Levels of iA� have been ‘reset’ and the de novo accumulation of A�PP-derived iA� resumes via
the cellular uptake of secreted peptide and the intracellular retention of a fraction of its output in the A�PP proteolytic pathway. If the rate
of this accumulation remains constant and linear through the lifespan of a neuron (other options are described in the Discussion section
below), the levels of A�PP-derived iA� are unlikely to reach the T1 threshold and the disease to occur within the remaining lifespan of an
individual. B: Prevention of FAD. The drug is administered in the early forties, statistically prior to the early onset of the disease and before
any neurons reach the T1 threshold. Levels of A�PP-derived iA� are reset and their restoration would take decades. This could occur still
within the lifespan of an individual; in such a case, a repeated administration of the drug could be required for the prevention of AD.
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over-the-threshold level. In this scenario, it is the
rate of the A�PP-derived iA� accumulation, which
is primarily accountable for the susceptibility to and
determines the timing of the onset of AD by caus-
ing the activation of the A�PP-independent iA�
production pathway. Two mechanisms are known
to be responsible for the accumulation of A�PP-
derived iA�. One is the cellular uptake of a portion
of secreted A�, in effect its conversion into iA�.
Another mechanism is the intraneuronal retention of
a fraction of A� produced in the A�PP proteolytic
pathway, which is generated as iA�. Upon reach-
ing critical levels, the accumulated A�PP-derived
iA� triggers the elicitation of the integrated stress
response, presumed to mediate the activation of the
A�PP-independent iA� generation pathway (other
candidates for this role cannot be excluded, as dis-
cussed above and shown in Fig. 1). This occurs
via iA�-mediated activation of PKR and/or HRI
kinase; the latter through the mitochondrial distress-
facilitated OMA1-DELE1-HRI signaling pathway. In
both cases, eIF2� (target of both, activated PKR and
HRI kinases) gets phosphorylated and the ISR ensues.

Aβ generated in the AβPP-independent pathway
can be distinguished from Aβ produced by AβPP
proteolysis

The activation of the A�PP-independent path-
way of iA� production occurs not necessarily via
the ISR or only via the ISR (discussed above and
shown in Fig. 1) and its details remain to be eluci-
dated, but it can be plausibly suggested that among
new proteins expressed within the framework of
the ISR are components crucial for the operation
of the A�PP-independent iA� production pathway.
Four mechanisms, each capable of underlying this
pathway, have been proposed and described above.
Which one of them operates in the disease remains
to be ascertained, but they all share a key com-
mon feature, namely that in any such mechanism,
translation of either intact or severely 5’-truncated
A�PP mRNA initiates at the AUG normally encoding
Met671 and preceding immediately and contiguously
the A�-encoding sequence. The rationale for this
notion, initially proposed for and limited to the inter-
nal initiation of translation within coding region of
A�PP mRNA, is the exceptional position (literally
exceptional in human A�PP mRNA) of the Met671-
encoding AUG: this is the only Met-encoding AUG
within human A�PP mRNA that is situated within
an optimal translation initiation context; not even the

AUG encoding the translation-initiating methionine
of A�PP is. In each of the proposed mecha-
nisms, the primary translation product is C100, i.e.,
C99 containing translation-initiating N-terminal Met
(possibly acetylated), which is eventually removed
post- rather than co-translationally. This is because
it is followed by an aspartate (Asp1 of A�) and,
therefore, cannot be cleaved-off by N-terminal
methionine aminopeptidases (MAP) 1 and/or 2,
which operate co-translationally provided that the
translation-initiating Met is followed by Gly, Ala, Ser,
Cys, Thr, Pro, or Val (listed in order of increasing size)
[128]. Residues larger than Val do not fit, together
with N-terminal Met, into the MAP active site, and in
such cases the translation-initiating Met is removed
post-translationally by one of multiple aminopepti-
dases with broad specificity (reviewed in [6]).

It follows that when the A�PP-independent iA�
production pathway is operational, steady-state pools
of C100 (the equilibrium of C100 influx versus the
removal of its N-terminal Met, i.e., its conversion to
C99, and its cleavage by �-secretase) and, possibly, of
Met-A� (if it is sufficiently abundant, which depends
on relative rates of the removal of N-terminal Met
from versus �-secretase cleavage of C100) should
be detectable in affected live neuronal cells. These
pools would not be present in postmortem samples
because in dying neurons, C100 influx would cease
while aminopeptidases are still operational; the equi-
librium is thus shifted to the exclusion of both C100
and Met-A�. The detection of either or both pools
in a model system would serve as a confirmation of
the activity of the A�PP-independent iA� generation
pathway. On the other hand, when this pathway is dis-
abled, and no influx of C100 occurs, both pools will
dissipate; assaying for the occurrence of C100 and
Met-A� would, therefore, provide means of assess-
ing the efficiency of iA� depletion therapy in model
systems. Unlike A�PP, C100 does not contain N-
terminal signal peptide that would guide it into a
secretory pipeline. For A� produced in the A�PP-
independent pathway to be retained intraneuronally,
it is sufficient, therefore, that �-secretase cleavage
of C100 (Met-C99) or, after the N-terminal Met
removal, of C99 would occur on an internal mem-
brane, a phenomenon documented in neuronal cells
[39, 40].

Peculiar case of the Swedish FAD mutant

It should be noted that in Swedish FAD mutants,
where the AUG normally encoding Met671 of A�PP
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is replaced by CUG, the same scenario for the A�PP-
independent production of C100 and eventually of
iA�, i.e., translation initiation from a codon for the
residue 671 of A�PP, also plays out (discussed as a
case study in [6]). This is because a leucine-encoding
CUG, when situated within an optimal translation
initiation context (and in Swedish FAD mutants it
is), is capable of initiating translation with 82% effi-
ciency of an AUG within the same context [130].
In Swedish FAD mutants’ case, the C100 fragment
does not necessarily starts with Leu (translated from
the initiating CUG codon) at the N-end, it could still
be Met; which one depends on the translation initia-
tion factor in play. If it were eIF2A (not to confuse
with eIF2�), which is likely to operate under the
ISR, C100 would begin with the translation-initiating
leucine residue (i.e., forming Leu-C99). However,
if it were eIF2, C100 would start with Met, which
is always utilized for translation initiation, regard-
less of a start codon, when eIF2 is involved [130]
(thus producing, in this case, Met-C99 despite ini-
tiating translation from leucine-encoding CUG). If
C100 translation were initiated with Leu, it would be
removed post-translationally by the leucyl aminopep-
tidase.

Mutation(s) disrupting translation initiation from
the AUG encoding Met671 of AβPP would
convey to its carriers insusceptibility to AD

Within the proposed AD paradigm, because of the
pivotal role of the AUG encoding A�PP’s Met671
or, more generally, because of the role of the com-
petency to efficiently initiate translation from a
codon in this position (e.g., Swedish FAD mutant)
in the A�PP-independent production of iA�, it can
be predicted with a considerable certainty that a
mutation that replaces the AUG in question with a
codon that is incapable of initiating translation (or of
initiating it with sufficient efficiency; even a single-
nucleotide substitution might suffice), or changes the
surrounding nucleotide context so that the AUG in
question can no longer initiate translation (or initiate
it with sufficient efficiency), would disable the A�PP-
independent iA� generation pathway and render its
bearers insusceptible to AD. In this context, it is not
unreasonable to search for such mutation(s) in fam-
ilies of centenarians resistant to AD. Such induced
(edited in) mutations of the A�PP gene can also
be exploited for research and drug-development pur-
poses in human neuronal cells AD model described
below.

Activation of the AβPP-independent iAβ

generation pathway renders the AβPP
proteolytic pathway irrelevant for the
progression of AD and brands its targeting futile

The production of intraneuronally retained A�
in the de novo activated A�PP-independent path-
way significantly increases its cellular levels. As
a result, PKR and/or HRI remain in the activated
state, eIF2� phosphorylation is maintained, the inte-
grated stress response is perpetually elicited, and
the A�PP-independent iA� generation pathway is
sustained. These self-propagating feedback cycles,
where newly produced iA� stimulates its own genera-
tion in the A�PP-independent pathway, constitute the
engine that drives AD. In this context, the life-long
accumulation of A�PP-derived iA� to levels suffi-
cient to activate eIF2� kinases and elicit the ISR,
constitute the Starter Motor. Once switched on, the
Starter Motor ignites the autonomous, self-sufficient,
A�PP-independent AD Engine, which provides the
incessant influx of iA�. Thus, in cells with the
A�PP-independent source of iA� operational, the
continuous production of A� in the A�PP proteolytic
pathway becomes irrelevant to the progression of the
disease, and its targeting is rendered futile because
its contribution of iA� turns into insignificant in
comparison with that of the A�PP-independent iA�
generation pathway.

Not all components of the AD Engine can be
targeted for therapeutic purposes

Moreover, it appears that by the time AD symp-
toms manifest, intracellular levels of A�PP-derived
iA� have reached critical threshold, the A�PP-
independent production of iA� has been activated,
and the AD Engine been switched on in all, or the
bulk of all affected neurons of an AD patient. It
follows that at this stage, therapeutic approaches tar-
geting solely the A�PP proteolytic pathway of A�
production, such as BACE1 inhibition, or pursuing
the reduction of levels of extracellular A� (and thus
of its cellular uptake) with antibodies are unproduc-
tive and the only viable direct therapeutic strategy is
pursuing components of the AD Engine with the goal
of ceasing its activity. Targeting the activation of the
A�PP-independent iA� production pathway, how-
ever, is challenging because of redundancies involved
and the lack of the absolute certainty that it is indeed
mediated by the ISR or solely by the ISR. Pursuing the
A�PP-independent iA� generation pathway could be
no less demanding prior to identifying the underlying
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mechanism, which can turn out to be physiologically
vitally important and therefore “untouchable”.

The only remaining target, therefore, is iA�; a suf-
ficient depletion of its levels by any means would
stop the operation of the AD Engine. The obvious
way to do this is via the inhibition of �-secretase,
which would prevent the processing of C99 or C100
into A� (or Met-A�), or through the activation of
�-secretase, which potentially would be even more
efficient because it could not only prevent the de novo
generation of A� but also eliminate pre-formed A�.
Inhibition of �-secretase, however, is not feasible; it
is a prominent member of the Notch signaling path-
way and has multiple A�PP-unrelated substrates. Its
administration in clinical trials elicited deleterious
effects in AD patients. A milder related approach,
the modulation of �-secretase toward production of
shorter, less toxic A� isoforms, has so far been proven
unsuccessful in clinical trials. The activation of �-
secretase, although highly promising, could also be
problematic. This protease is a member of the ADAM
family of metalloproteases and has dozens of known
A�PP-unrelated substrates in multiple cell types; its
overproduction was shown to affect expression of
over three hundred genes.

Any iAβ-depleting activity would constitute an
effective curative and preventive AD drug:
BACE1 and BACE2 activators as feasible iAβ

depletion agents

On the other hand, an alternative approach pro-
posed in the present study, namely the activation of
one or, preferably, both homologs of �-secretase,
BACE1 and BACE2, has all the advantages of
�-secretase activation (and more) without its draw-
backs. BACE1 cleaves predominantly at the �-site of
A�PP but also between residues 10/11 and 34/35 of
A�. Its homolog, BACE2, is also capable of cleaving
at the �-site of A�PP but its predominant cleav-
ing sites are between residues 19/20 and 20/21 of
A�. Two naturally occurring human A�PP mutations
provide illustration of the protective potential of A�-
cleaving activities of BACE1 and BACE2. Icelandic
mutation at the second residue of A� confers protec-
tion from AD to its carriers. This protective effect is
associated with and appears to be due to the increased
rate of BACE1-mediated cleavage at the 10/11 site of
A�. This is precisely the anticipated effect of the pro-
posed BACE1 activation. On the other hand, Flemish
mutation at the residue 21 of A� interferes with the
A�-cleaving activity of BACE2 and thus increases
levels of iA� in affected individuals, causing early

onset of the disease. By implication, increasing the
activity of BACE2 would deplete iA� and protect
from the disease. A treatment combining the activa-
tion of both, BACE1 and BACE2, would be the most
effective therapeutic approach for AD: the two are
not only mutually supplementary by virtue of target-
ing different sites within A�, but also complementary,
due to their distinctly different subcellular localiza-
tion. The administration of BACE1 and/or BACE2
activator(s), possibly only for a limited duration,
would result in the depletion of iA�. Astonishingly,
such therapy, either at the symptomatic stage or pre-
ventively, prior to the manifestation of AD symptoms,
could open up the possibility of a once-in-a-lifetime
(or at least very infrequent) curative or preventive
treatment for the disease.

Indeed, as described above and illustrated in Figs. 4
and 5, the activation of BACE1 and/or BACE2 has the
potential to deplete iA� and to “reset” its levels. In
such a case, the operation of the AD Engine would
be stopped (or prevented) and, provided that the rate
of accumulation of A�PP-derived iA� remains lin-
ear and constant, the restoration of iA� levels to those
sufficient to activate the A�PP-independent pathway
of its production, and thus to re-ignite (or ignite) the
AD Engine, would take decades, probably exceed-
ing the remaining lifespan of an individual. Since, as
the disease progresses, the increasing proportion of
affected neurons die or commit to the apoptotic path-
way and become irredeemable, the outcome of BACE
activation at the symptomatic stage of AD would
depend on its timing relative to the symptomatic onset
of the disease; the sooner it is administered, the more
affected viable neurons would be enabled to recover
and reconnect. Preventively, the BACE activation
treatment could be administered at the age that is sta-
tistically close to but below that of the onset of symp-
tomatic AD: early sixties for preempting sporadic AD
and early forties for prospective familial AD. Follow-
ing the reset of iA� levels, it could be anticipated that
no additional treatment would be required within the
remaining lifespan of an individual, at least in cases
of sporadic AD treatment or prevention.

Once-in-a-lifetime-only iAβ depletion treatment
by BACE1 and/or BACE2 activation could
protect from the ‘common’ pervasive
aging-related cognitive decline

Moreover, it is possible that at least some of
the ubiquitous (and milder than AD) instances of
aging-related cognitive deterioration are, in fact, a
low-grade AD, i.e., neurons are dying by the same
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mechanism as in AD (via operation of the AD Engine)
but in much lower numbers and/or only at partic-
ular sites, e.g., the anterior midcingulate cortex, a
location associated with the retention of cognitive
functionality in aging. Alternatively, it is possible
that in these cases A�PP-derived iA� accumulates
sufficiently within neurons to cause cognitive dys-
function symptoms but insufficiently to activate the
A�PP-independent iA� production pathway and trig-
ger AD. If either of these alternatives were the case, a
potentially one-time-only AD-preventive or curative
iA� depletion treatment, described above, would also
afford the protection from the occurrence or the cure
of the pervasive aging-associated cognitive decline.
The feasibility of this notion is strongly supported by
studies of the Icelandic A�PP mutation A673T. This
mutation protects its bearers from AD. The protec-
tive effect is apparently due to the increased rate of
BACE1 cleavage at residues 10/11 of A� (�’-site)
and the consequent iA� depletion within neuronal
cells. The same mutation also protects its carriers
from aging-associated cognitive decline [133–135].
The proposed activation of BACE1 (and of BACE2)
would cause conceptually similar iA� depletion and
is, therefore, expected to have similar protective or
curative effect from both AD and aging-related cogni-
tive decline. In fact, the iA� depletion by any suitable
agent can be expected to be as protective.

Administration of iAβ-depleting drugs: Practical
aspects

The outcomes depicted in Figs. 4 and 5 and dis-
cussed above are contingent upon the following
two presumptions: 1) The completeness of BACE1
and/or BACE2 activation-driven (in fact, any iA�
depleting agent-driven) depletion of iA� and 2)
The constancy and linearity of the rate of accumu-
lation of A�PP-derived iA�. These presumptions
may not necessarily be operative, and the projected
outcomes could be not attainable. It is important,
therefore, to consider possible results of BACE acti-
vation under less than optimal parameters. First, it
is necessary to define what extent of depletion of
iA� would be therapeutically effective. The answer
is clear: in symptomatic AD cases, for the treat-
ment to be effective, i.e., therapeutically meaningful
(in cases of the preventive therapy, any reduction of
iA� levels would be therapeutically meaningful in
the proposed AD paradigm), iA� should be depleted
to levels below those required for the activation and
operation of the A�PP-independent iA� production

pathway and, consequently, of the AD Engine; this
can be referred to as the “minimal extent of iA�
depletion”. Such definition of the required extent of
iA� depletion determines the “minimal duration of
the treatment”: long enough to achieve the minimal
extent of iA� depletion. The actual duration of the
treatment, aiming for the complete or nearly com-
plete iA� depletion, can potentially be very short,
days akin to an antibiotics treatment, but even much
longer term does not constitute a hindrance because,
unlike �- and �-secretases, BACE was shown, in
human clinical trials, to be amenable to prolonged
and extensive manipulations without deleterious
consequences.

In practical terms, however, the therapeutically
effective duration of treatment at symptomatic stages
of AD could be longer than that needed for a suf-
ficient iA� depletion. This is because, whereas the
ISR would no longer be driven by iA�, it could
be transiently sustained by the persistent activity of
eIF2� kinases and/or the residual stress-generating
cellular damage (caused by iA� and requiring an
additional time to be healed) and, in turn, continue to
support operation of the A�PP-independent iA� pro-
duction pathway. Therefore, the duration of treatment
at symptomatic stages of AD should be long enough
to achieve (a) a sufficient depletion of iA� and (b) the
cessation of A�PP-independent generation of iA�, if
only the (a) were satisfied and the drug withdrawn,
iA� would be rapidly replenished via its continuous
A�PP-independent production (these considerations
do not apply to cases of the preventive treatment
where the A�PP-independent iA� production path-
way is not operative). To ascertain its cessation, the
activity of the A�PP-independent iA� production
pathway could, as discussed above, be assessed in
model systems by the occurrence of C100 (and/or
Met-A�) or the lack thereof, with the presence of a
methionine at the N-termini of the C99 fragment or
of intraneuronal A� reporting on the operation of the
pathway. A practical, minimally invasive, method for
such an assessment in AD patients would need to be
developed.

The last parameter affecting the outcomes of the
proposed AD therapy and defining the manner of
its application is the duration of the therapeutically
meaningful effect of the treatment, i.e., the time
period needed for the build-up of depleted iA� lev-
els to those (T1) sufficient to activate and maintain
the operation of the AD Engine, an attribute that
would determine the required frequency of the admin-
istration of the treatment. This parameter depends
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on two factors: the extent of the iA� depletion
and the subsequent rate of intracellular accumula-
tion of A�PP-derived iA�. The first of these factors
could be regulated by the duration of the treat-
ment, and, because BACE is evidently amenable to
extensive manipulations, it can be assumed, for prac-
tical considerations, that either a complete or nearly
complete, or at least a very substantial depletion
could be achieved. As for the rate of the accu-
mulation of A�PP-derived iA� to the T1 level, it
is the only remaining uncertainty. In Figs. 4 and
5 above, it is shown, both pre- and post-depletion
treatment, as identical and linear. This, possibly,
is correct, but potentially could be an oversimpli-
fication; in the run-up to the disease, the rate in
question could be increasing in affected neurons
with time in, say, exponential or semi-parabolic
manner rather than maintaining linearity. In such a
case, if intracellular accumulation of A�PP-derived
iA� would resume, post-treatment, at the maximal
rate it had exhibited pre-treatment, and proceed in
the same manner, the critical, A�PP-independent
iA� production-activating, AD Engine-igniting, iA�
levels could be re-established (or established, in pre-
ventive treatment cases) sooner than in decades;
it is likely, however that even in such a case it
would take years rather than months, and the fre-
quency of treatments would have to be adjusted
accordingly.

Amyloid plaques as physiological protective
measure, the ‘resilience to AD’ phenomenon, AD
without excessive Aβ plaques, and the
lifespan-dependent inevitability of AD

As for secreted A�, whereas a contributory role of
extracellular A� plaques in AD cannot be excluded,
they occur physiologically and their increased pres-
ence in AD patients could be only a correlation.
Indeed, the increased production of A�PP-derived
A� in general or of its 1–42 variant (with increased
amyloidogenicity and uptake efficiency) in particular
would result in increases in A� retention, secre-
tion, and cellular uptake, i.e., factors instrumental
in triggering the disease in the proposed interpreta-
tion of AD. It would also, coincidentally, result in
increased plaque formation. In fact, in the proposed
AD paradigm it is conceivable that A� sequestration
in plaques is, at least in part, a protective measure
to hold up the cellular uptake of secreted A�, i.e.,
its conversion into iA�. The observed association of
iA�, rather than amyloid plaques, with neuronal loss

[19], as well as the occurrence of a substantial cohort
of AD-free (in fact, any cognitive dysfunction-free)
aged individuals who die of old age or from unrelated
causes yet whose brains exhibit, upon amyloid-PET
scan or postmortem analysis, levels of extracellular
amyloid plaques equal to or exceeding those typically
seen in the disease [35, 135–141], a phenomenon
referred to as the ‘resilience to AD’ [141], suggest
that, anyway, just A� plaques are insufficient for the
occurrence of AD, are neither the cause nor nec-
essarily a consequence of the disease, and provide
additional support to the centrality of iA� produced
in the A�PP-independent pathway in AD. As to why
some amyloid-PET brain positive individuals do not
show cognitive dysfunction, the answer, within the
proposed AD paradigm, is simple: a high, even a
normal, rate of A� secretion, combined with a low
rate of cellular uptake of secreted A� and/or of intra-
cellular retention of A�PP-derived iA� would result
in excessive A� plaque formation yet in slow accu-
mulation of A�PP-derived iA�, insufficient to reach
the T1 threshold and trigger the activation of the
A�PP-independent iA� production pathway and the
disease within the lifespan of an individual. As a pre-
diction, a diametrically opposite scenario could be
envisioned: no excessive A� plaque formation yet
the occurrence of AD. This phenomenon, yet to be
observed (or recognized), could be explained by a
low, or even a normal, rate of A� secretion combined
with a high rate of the retention of A�PP-derived iA�
and/or of cellular uptake of secreted A�; in either
case, levels of A�PP-derived iA� can reach the T1
threshold, activate the A�PP-independent iA� pro-
duction pathway and trigger AD in the absence of
A� plaque pathology. In this AD paradigm, any indi-
vidual (except carriers of certain protective mutations
or factors), who hypothetically lives sufficiently long
(120 or 150 years for some few; much less for others),
and was not treated preventively, would inevitably
develop AD because, given enough time, the levels
of A�PP-derived iA� would reach the T1 threshold
and trigger the disease. In the light of the steadily
increasing human lifespan, a preventive AD (and,
possibly, the ‘common’ aging-associated cognitive
decline) treatment, when available, would be essen-
tial.

Why current mouse AD models cannot display a
complete spectrum of AD pathology

Following the above lines of reasoning, it could
be also argued that the immense non-physiological
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overproduction of A�PP-derived A� in mouse AD
models causes neurodegeneration, potentially, by a
sheer volume of cell-‘suffocating’ A� plaques. If
this is the case, such models have little relevance to
AD. Another, more likely possibility supported by the
observation that the levels of iA�, rather than amy-
loid plaques, correlate with neuronal loss in a mouse
AD model [19] is that because of great quantity of
produced and secreted A�PP-derived A�, its com-
bined iA� fraction, both retained within and taken
up by neuronal cells, is sufficient to cause partial AD
symptoms in mouse models. It is, however, patently
insufficient to elicit the complete spectrum of AD
pathology in mouse models, including, notably, the
formation of neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs), a basic
AD hallmark. This is because the A�PP-independent
generation of the retained iA� is inoperative in
either wild or transgenic mice [6, 90–94] and with-
out it, levels of iA� required for the elicitation
of AD cannot be reached; in any adequate mouse
AD model (which remains to be constructed), this
pathway would have to be built in as a manda-
tory requirement. On the other hand, this pathway is
operative in human AD patients, and this provides
an explanation as to why, experimentally, the for-
mation of NFTs was seen only in human neuronal
cells AD model [129] where the overproduction of
exogenous A� apparently activated the endogenous
A�PP-independent iA� production pathway (further
discussed below).

Why candidate AD drugs worked so well in
mouse AD models and not at all in AD patients

The above notion, namely the lack of the A�PP-
independent generation of the retained iA� in mouse
AD models and its occurrence in human AD patients,
central to the proposed AD paradigm, explains why
suppression of A�PP proteolysis by BACE inhibitors
or depletion of extracellular A� by monoclonal anti-
bodies (operating extracellularly) worked so well in
the former by either eliminating the only A� pro-
duction source with BACE inhibitors, or removing
extracellular A� thus suppressing its cellular uptake
with antibodies, yet had no positive effect whatso-
ever on the progression of the disease in the latter
because the operation of the autonomous, A�PP-
independent, AD Engine was not and could not be
affected in any way by either BACE inhibitors or A�
antibodies.

VALIDATION OF THE ACH2.0 AND OF
ACH2.0-BASED THERAPEUTIC
STRATEGIES FOR AD

Advantages of human neuronal cells-based AD
model system

The present study considers the results of stage
III clinical trials of verubecestat an attestation of the
production of iA� in the A�PP-independent pathway
in AD. In this and following sections, we describe
further experimental designs devised to validate the
occurrence of this pathway, to establish its causative
effect in the disease, and to evaluate the proposed iA�
depletion therapy for AD. If successful, the experi-
mental approaches outlined below could potentially
form a basis for research and therapeutic strategies
in the proposed AD paradigm. Arguably, the best
conceivable model system for both research pur-
poses and the initial testing of potential AD drugs
is the one based on human neuronal cells. Beside
utilizing the actual cell type affected by the dis-
ease, the most important attribute of such AD model
system is that it carries human A�PP gene capa-
ble of supporting, via mRNA expressed from it, the
endogenous A�PP-independent iA� production, a
process apparently operating in AD-affected human
neuronal cells within the framework of the exclusiv-
ity of AD to humans (reviewed in [6, 146]; briefly, in
non-human mammals A� cannot be endogenously
produced in the A�PP-independent pathway). As
described below, in such model system, processes
could be relatively easily initiated that potentially
lead to the endogenous A�PP-independent produc-
tion of C100 (i.e., Met-C99) and, subsequently, of
Met-A�, which are readily distinguishable from their
A�PP-derived counterparts by the presence of the
translation-initiating methionine residue at their N-
termini.

Design of an adequate human neuronal
cells-based AD model

Within the framework of the proposed inter-
pretation of AD, the most “physiological” (i.e.,
emulating processes presumably occurring in the
disease) method for the activation of the A�PP-
independent production of iA� from the endogenous
A�PP gene in human neuronal cells (thus making
the model “adequate”) is to accelerate the operation
of the Starter Motor, i.e., the intracellular accumu-
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lation of iA� to levels (T1) sufficient to trigger the
activation of the A�PP-independent iA� generation
pathway and, consequently, of the autonomous AD
Engine. This can be achieved by transiently supply-
ing cells with exogenous iA�42 either by importing
the peptide or by expressing it from appropriate DNA
constructs or from transfected mRNA. The DNA
constructs or mRNA should encode solely A�42;
translation would be initiated from the AUG codon
preceding the A� nucleotide sequence and the result-
ing peptide would remain within the cell, i.e., it
would be iA�. However, for purposes of the pro-
posed experiments, the translation-initiating AUG in
a DNA construct or in transfected mRNA cannot
precede the A�-coding sequence contiguously. The
reason for this is that the principal detection assay
for the activity of the endogenous A�PP-independent
iA� production pathway would be for the occurrence
of N-terminal Met-containing A� (along with C100,
i.e., Met-C99). If, in an iA� expression construct, the
translation-initiating AUG precedes the A�-coding
sequence contiguously, the primary translation prod-
uct would be, as described above, Met-A�, and its
presence would interfere with the detection of the
anticipated N-terminal Met-containing iA� produced
endogenously in the A�PP-independent pathway.

Therefore, the design of an iA�-expressing DNA
construct or of transfected mRNA should be such
that the initiating N-terminal Met would be removed
co-translationally, by MAP1 or MAP2. To achieve
this, one of the seven residues compatible with
the co-translational removal of N-terminal Met by
MAP1/MAP2 (listed above) should be inserted
between the translation-initiating Met and the first
aspartate (Asp1) of A�. The guide for which residue
out of the seven should be employed is provided
by the “N-end rule” that defines the extent of sta-
bility (half-life) afforded to a polypeptide by its
N-terminal residue [127]. According to this rule, the
best choice would be valine. This, however, is not
an option because, when the translation-initiating
Met is followed by Val or Thr (position 1, P1),
the removal of the N-terminal Met depends on the
identity of a residue in the P2. If it is Asp, Glu,
or Pro, the N-terminal Met cannot be removed
co-translationally [128]. Therefore, if the position
following the translation-initiating Met (P1) is occu-
pied by Val and the P2 contains aspartate (Asp1
of A�), the primary translation product would be
Met-Val-A�. The second best choice, according to
the N-end rule, is glycine. If Gly occupies the
P1, the N-terminal Met would be readily removed

co-translationally by MAP1/MAP2 [128], and the
resulting primary product would be Gly-A�, easily
distinguishable from the anticipated Met-A� gener-
ated in the endogenous A�PP-independent pathway.
Another possible approach, which takes a page out
of the Swedish FAD mutant book, would be to
substitute, in an iA�-expressing DNA construct or
in transfected mRNA, the AUG preceding the A�-
coding sequence with CUG. The expression from
such a construct or from transfected mRNA would be
less efficient [130] but the resulting Leu-A� would be
readily distinguishable from the anticipated endoge-
nous Met-A� produced in the A�PP-independent
pathway. This approach is, however, conditional: for
the reasons discussed above, it requires that, for trans-
lation initiation with Leu rather than with Met, eIF2A,
rather than eIF2, is engaged [130], an aspect that
remains to be ascertained in human neuronal cells
AD models. It can be anticipated that at the stage of
the activation of the endogenous A�PP-independent
iA� generation pathway, when cells are presumed to
be under the ISR conditions, eIF2A would be oper-
ational [130]; this might not be the case at the early
stages of exogenous iA� overproduction.

On the other hand, the detection of C100, i.e.,
Met-C99, is completely sufficient for the valida-
tion purposes. If this approach is taken, exogenous
Met-A� can be freely expressed in human neu-
ronal cells, in order to activate the endogenous
A�PP-independent iA� generation pathway, with-
out interfering with the detection procedure. Several
additional, albeit less physiological, methods of acti-
vation of the endogenous A�PP-independent iA�
production pathway in human neuronal cells, which
bypass the stage of initial intracellular accumula-
tion of exogenous iA�, are discussed in [6]. They
include the activation of OMA1, thus triggering
the OMA1-DELE1-HRI-ISR cascade, and stressor-
specific activation of one of eIF2� kinases, also
resulting in the elicitation of the integrated stress
response; in both cases, provided that the elicitation
of the ISR alone is sufficient, the initiation of the
endogenous A�PP-independent production of iA�
and the consequent activation of the AD Engine
would, potentially, follow.

Testing the proposed human neuronal cells-based
AD model: Validation of the ACH2.0 and of
ACH2.0-based therapeutic strategies for AD

In any procedure for the activation of the endoge-
nous A�PP-independent iA� production pathway in
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human neuronal cells, the detection of the pathway’s
activity is based principally on the identification of its
distinctly unique primary translation product, C100
(i.e., N-terminal Met-containing C99), and, possi-
bly, of N-terminal Met-containing A� (if sufficiently
abundant; see above). The detection of either or both
of these signature molecules within neuronal cells
would constitute a proof for the operation of the
endogenous A�PP-independent pathway of genera-
tion of the retained iA�. Additional assays, described
in [6], could pinpoint the mechanism which underlies
and enables this pathway. Among those, of spe-
cial interest would be testing for the presence of
chimeric RNA molecules containing, in a defined
and predicted manner [6, 84, 85, 87], both sense and
antisense segments of A�PP mRNA; its detection
would indicate the occurrence of the RNA-dependent
A�PP mRNA amplification process resulting in
C100-encoding mRNA [6, 87]. Confirmation of the
activity of the A�PP-independent pathway generat-
ing the retained iA� in human neurons would allow
to assess the potential of iA� depletion to suppress
or prevent this activity. This could be done by exoge-
nously overexpressing BACE1, BACE 2, or both from
a constitutive or an inducible promoter and either
prior or subsequent to the activation of the A�PP-
independent iA� generation pathway. The evaluation
of the proposed human neuronal cells-based AD
model system and of the efficacy, as well as of the
consequences, of the iA� depletion would be ren-
dered not only upon the activity (or lack thereof)
of the A�PP-independent iA� generation pathway
and the levels of the intact iA�, but also upon the
occurrence (or its prevention) of the formation of
neurofibrillary tangles (see below). The ability to
regulate the activity of the A�PP-independent iA�
generation pathway via BACE-mediated iA� deple-
tion would constitute a proof of principle for the usage
of BACE activators (or other iA�-depleting agents)
as potential AD drugs and justify a major effort to
develop such agents. Moreover, the tau hyperphos-
phorylation and NFTs formation can be utilized as
the only AD biomarkers in the proposed AD model
system; in such a case, the suppression or prevention
of their occurrence by BACE1 and/or BACE2 acti-
vation (or exogenous overexpression) would provide
the proof of principle without the necessity to analyze
the activity of the A�PP-independent iA� genera-
tion pathway, thus circumventing potential technical
challenges of the detection of N-terminal methionine-
containing C99 and iA�, due to their possibly low
abundance.

Human neuronal cells-based AD model can
potentially display a full spectrum of cellular AD
pathology and serve as a research and drug
development platform

Even if the experiments proposed above are suc-
cessful and prove the occurrence of the endogenous
A�PP-independent generation of the retained iA�
in human neuronal cells under certain conditions, a
connection with AD will have to be ascertained in
order to establish the cause-and-effect relationship.
In animal model systems, the observation and evalu-
ation of symptoms of the disease could provide such
connection. Could “symptoms” of AD be observed
in cultured neuronal cells? The answer is affirma-
tive. Indeed, it was shown [129] that in cultured
human neuronal cells, overproduction of A� could
trigger the formation of NFTs, the major hallmark
(i.e., a cellular “symptom”) of AD. In that study, its
authors interpreted the results within the framework
of the ACH and attributed the observed NFTs for-
mation to the effects of secreted and extracellularly
accumulated A�PP-derived A�. In our interpretation
of the results presented in [129], the investigators
inadvertently, as an unintended consequence, acti-
vated the AD Engine (analyzed as a case study in
[6]). Indeed, in the framework of the proposed AD
paradigm it is highly plausible that the formation of
NFTs, observed in that study, occurred within a cas-
cade initiated by increased levels of iA� produced
in the A�PP-independent pathway, i.e., by the oper-
ation of the AD Engine. Briefly, in the study under
discussion, human A�PP harboring both the Swedish
K670N/M671L and the London V717I FAD muta-
tions, as well as PSEN1 with �E9 FAD mutation,
were acutely overexpressed in human neural pro-
genitor cells from polycistronic lentiviral constructs,
and cells were differentiated in three-dimensional
matrigel cultures. Swedish FAD mutation facili-
tates the increased retention of A�PP-derived iA�
(described above, [45]), whereas other two FAD
mutations facilitate generation of A�42 isoform. This
model, thus, is characterized by the augmented accu-
mulation of the retained A�PP-derived iA� and by
very efficient cellular uptake of secreted A�. The lat-
ter occurs because secreted A� does not diffuse in
matrigel and accumulates in the vicinity of the cell,
and also because A�42 is taken up preferentially, with
the efficiency twice that of other A� species. The
A�PP-derived ‘toxic’ iA�42 isoform rapidly accu-
mulates to critical levels and triggers activation of
the endogenous A�PP-independent generation of the
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retained iA�; this drastically increases the iA� lev-
els and eventually leads to the formation of NFTs.
Indeed, sufficiently high levels of iA�, such as those
anticipated to result from the sustained activity of
the A�PP-independent iA� generation pathway are,
apparently, requisite for the AD-associated tauopa-
thy. As was shown experimentally, they could lead
to the inhibition of the ubiquitin-proteosome system,
facilitation of the build-up and phosphorylation of tau
protein, and the formation of NFTs [142–145]. There-
fore, it can be anticipated that targeted activation of
the A�PP-independent iA� production and, conse-
quently, of the AD Engine in human neuronal cells
by methods described above (including the procedure
utilized in [129]) or via alternative procedures would
lead to the formation of NFTs. Observation of NFTs
in human neuronal cells with the activated A�PP-
independent iA� production pathway would provide
direct connection with the disease and be consistent
with a notion that activation of the A�PP-independent
generation of iA� is essential for the development
and progression of AD. It would also establish this
AD model as a legitimate experimental platform for
both research purposes and the development of AD
therapies.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the proposed interpretation of AD
postulates that the disease is caused and sustained
by iA� generated in the A�PP-independent pathway
and retained within neuronal cells, a notion that is
mandated by the results of multiple stage III clin-
ical trials of a BACE inhibitor. This interpretation,
in fact a reformulation of the ACH, constitutes the
Amyloid Cascade Hypothesis 2.0, ACH2.0 (‘The
iA� Cascade Hypothesis’ and, accordingly, ‘iACH’
is more precise but lacks a reference to its origins).
The 2.0 denotes the second generation rendering
of the ACH; coincidentally it also signifies a tan-
dem, iA�-anchored cascade occurrence: sufficiently
accumulated A�PP-derived iA� triggers a relatively
benign cascade capable of activating the A�PP-
independent iA�-generating pathway, which initiates
the second, devastating cascade that is driven by the
AD Engine, includes tau pathology, and ultimately
leads to the neuronal loss. The ACH2.0 retains the
centrality of A� in AD, the main premise of the ACH.
Moreover, in both ACH versions A� is postulated
to initiate cascades, albeit of different mechanistic
nature, eventually leading to neuronal loss. What dif-

fer are the location of the ‘problematic’ A� (iA�
in the ACH2.0, rather than extracellular A� in the
ACH), and the principal modes of its generation in
the disease: the A�PP-independent pathway in the
ACH2.0, rather than and in addition to A�PP pro-
teolysis, the presumed sole A� source in the ACH.
The activation of the A�PP-independent iA� gener-
ation pathway is mediated by a life-long intracellular
accumulation of A�PP-derived iA�, accomplished,
in part, by conversion of some of extracellular A� into
iA�, to over-the-threshold levels, a process which
serves as the Starter Motor that elicits the integrated
stress response and triggers the activation of A�PP-
independent production of iA� (a proposition directly
testable in human neuronal cells AD model system
as described above). The bulk of, if not the entire
A� output produced in the A�PP-independent path-
way is retained intraneuronally, i.e., is created as
iA�, and perpetuates the operation of this pathway.
These mutual feedback cycles constitute the self-
propagating Engine that drives AD and ultimately
kills its host neuronal cells; its operation renders the
A�PP proteolytic pathway of A� production irrel-
evant to the progression of the disease (because in
this context its contribution to the iA� pool becomes
insignificant) and marks its manipulation for thera-
peutic purposes, such as BACE inhibition, as futile.
In the proposed AD paradigm, the only valid direct
therapeutic strategy is pursuing the components of
the AD Engine, and the most effective approach
appears to be the activation of BACE1 and/or BACE2
with the aim of exploiting their A�-cleaving activ-
ities (“and”, rather than “or”, would be the most
efficient tactic: the activities in question are mutu-
ally supplementary due to diverse cleavage sites and
also complementary because of their discrete sub-
cellular localization). This would collapse the iA�
population and reset its levels below those required
for the operation of the AD Engine. In fact, any suf-
ficiently specific iA�-depleting treatment would be
equally effective in achieving this objective. Such
treatment could be efficiently employed curatively,
at symptomatic stages of the disease, or preventively,
prior to the manifestation of AD symptoms. Aston-
ishingly, this approach opens up the possibility of
a short-duration, once-in-a-lifetime only or at least
very infrequent, curative or preventive therapy for
AD; this therapy would be, potentially, also effec-
tive for the prevention or treatment of the ‘common’
pervasive aging-associated cognitive decline. If the
infrequent nature of such treatment is indeed the
case, the Big Pharma’s enthusiasm to commit neces-
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sary investments could be limited; it would fall, then,
mostly to academic researchers to develop effective
iA�-depleting drugs.
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